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The Origin of the Word "Cocos"

by

C. X. FURTADO

Botanic Gardens, Singapore

There is a good deal of speculation on the etymology of the

word Cocos and many explanations have been proposed to

account for it. According to the most common view, the com-
panions of VASCODA GAMAused the Portuguese word coco,

meaning "an ape" or a "bugbear", to denote the coconut (fruit)

during their first visit to India and through them it was introduced

in the modern languages of Europe. This view is explained by

GARCIA DA ORTA (1490-1570) who, after a distinguished

career at the Universities of Spain and then in his native Portugal,

came as a surgeon to India and during his long stay there (1534-

1570), gathered a good deal of information on the medicinal

and economic plants, including their vernacular names and uses.

In Coloquios (first published in Goa in 1563), he deals with the

coconut palm in Coloquy 16. The following passage explains

the origin of Coco:

"It gives so many things necessary to man, that I know no

other tree that yields a sixth part. It is well that you should know
that we call it palmeira [palm-tree]. However, the ancient Greeks

wrote nothing about it that I have seen, and the Arabs have

written little. It will be a good thing to tell this in Castille, though

this much is probably well-known through those who return from

here, since this is at once noticed. Coming to the names I must

say that it [the tree] is called [in Goa] Mawand the fruit Narel.

This word Narel is common to all, for it is used also by Persians

and Arabs. AVICENNA (Lib. 2, p. 506) calls it Jauzialindi

[jauz el Hindi] which mean "Nut of India". SERAPIO (Cap. 228)

and RASIS call the tree Jaralnare which means the tree [jara] that

yields coquo [narel]. The Malabar people call it the Tengamaram
and the fruit, when ripe, Tenga. The Malays call the tree Tricam,

[Javanese Wit-Krambil ?] and the coco nihor; and we, the

Portuguese, because of those three holes, gave it the name coquo,

for it looks like the face of an ape or another animal."

I was surprised that YULE (1886), Conde de Ficalho (1891) and
others who knew the Arabic language adopted jauze-el-Hind as the

correct Arabic name for the coconut and not gauzoz-Indi or geuzoz-Indi

of Rumphius. Hence I consulted, Dr. A. Z. Iskhandar, an Arab scholar

with an Oxford doctorate. He informed me that the modern Arabic name
for the coconut is jauz-el-Hind ( = the nut of India) and that the same is

found in ar-Razi's book called al-jami (popularly known as al-Hawi) as

well as in Avicenna's book about a century later. Razi, he stated, did

not visit India but often quoted from the Indian works like Charaka.
Narjil is used as a synonym of jauz-el-Hind. According to Dr. [SHKANDAR,
ar-Razi's book al-Jami, written at Tabriz in Persia in 669 A. H.. is in

the MS in the Wellcome Historical Medical Library, London.
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It is to be noted here that the Portuguese of the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries often use qu for c hard or k, as in Arequa

(Areca) so that coco was spelt in the olden times also as coquo

or quoquo, though in modern Portuguese qu is employed instead

of c before e and i only as in Coqueiro (coco-tree) since before

these vowels c acquires a soft sound of s, {qu before other vowels

retains the u sound so as to be pronounced as cu e.g. quarto,

quadro). This is probably the reason why CANDOLLE(1855)

could not find the word coquo in the Portuguese dictionaries of

his time, since that old spelling must have been discarded as

antiquated.

Newer Views

PISO (1658), obviously confused with the names recorded by

FRANCIS PYRARDDE LAVAL (1615) for the different palm

fruits in the Maldives, concluded that the coc, cocoihne and care

were Indian words for the coconut. The Portuguese, he main-

tained, added co to the first mentioned name to satisfy the euphony

of the Hispanic languages and obtained cocco. But, he added,

persons like GARCIA [DA ORTA] unjustifiably associated ape

with the etymology of the name thus obtained; they, he explained,

said that the fruit was called cocco because, when husked, the

nut with its three "eyes" shows some resemblance to an ape which

makes the sound cocco, especially when irritated. But, if a monkey
itself was not called cocco, PISO argued that it was unreasonable

to transfer the onomatopoeia to a fruit whatever its resemblance

to an ape might be.

If, however, a dignified derivation was needed, PISO suggested

to go to the Greek language which more than even Latin is richer

in the use of kokkos not only as an independent term denoting

round and oval grains, but also as a prefix or suffix denoting many
other things. The influence of this Greek word has made itself

felt in the Spanish and the French languages, explained PISO

who also cited GUICCHIARDINO of Italy to show that coac,

pronounced almost cac, is the Hebrew word that means kokkos,

the grain.

RUMPHIUS(1741) who objected to the use of double c in

spelling coco as applied to the "Nut of India", was apparently

convinced by PISO's arguments that the etymology given by the

Portuguese was unsustainable. He declared that Tavarcare and

Tavarcarze mentioned by PYRARDDE LAVAL were probably

corruptions of other words. He did not discuss coc and cocoihne

obviously because these were the transliterations into the French

of 16th and 17th centuries for the Portuguese coco and its dimuni-

tive (cocoinho or) coquinho he mentioned (spelt wrongly in one
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place as coquinko). In view of this, after stating that several writers

including LINSCHOTENheld to the derivation of the word from

the Portuguese coco meaning an ape, RUMPHIUSwrote:

"In ray judgement, however, a more probably and more correct

derivation has to be found elsewhere. Many nations, to whom this

fruit is known, call it merely 'the nut'. Thus in Arabic it is called

Gauzoz-lndi or Geuzoz-Indi which means Indian Nut, (which has

been corrupted by the translators of AVICENNA, lib. 2, Cap. 298,

into Jausi-AUndi, and worst still as Jansi-Alindi). The Turks call

it Cock-Indi, signifying the same thing: and from the Turks no

doubt the word was taken by the African Moors [ = Muslims]*

and their neighbours the Spaniards, to the Portuguese to produce

coquo.

"All these names, however, owe their origin to the Hebrew

word E»oz. which means the nut, and which . . . becomes Gauz

in Arabic, yielding in Greek the kokkos to mean any large grain."

(p. 7)|.

CANDOLLE(1855) took notice of the different explanation

given to the origin of the word coco or coquo from the Portuguese

meaning "ape" to the Arabic »auzoz-indi as explained by

RUMPHIUS but overlooked cock-indi mentioned by RUM-
PHIUS. CANDOLLE also noted that wherever the Arabs

went, they used the Arabic word to mean "Indian nut" or the

word like nargil or its variants from India. But whatever may be

the derivation of the word coquo, he held it immaterial to the

etymology of Cocos L. and maintained that the latter was directly

taken from the classical Latin coccus. In support of this conten-

tion, he cited the two following phrases used in describing the

coco-palm: "Palma indica coccifera", C. BAUHIN, and "Palma

coccos ferens", RECCHI.

Moreover, noting the Mexican name Coyolli for coconut,

CANDOLLEsuggested that it might be either a corruption of

the Portuguese Coqueiro, coco, or possibly their origin. Later

COOK(1901 and 1910) used this word and its derivatives to

propound the view that the word coco was actually of an American

origin brought by the Spaniards to Spain to be adopted later in

many European languages.

* BURMANNhas mistranslated ' Africaansche Mooren" of RUMPHIUS
into "Aethiopes Africani". Moro, Moiro and its variants meant originally

the racial group. Moors, but from the 15th and the 16th centuries it began
to be applied to mean ''Muslims", so that the Moros of the Philippines

refer to Muslims.

t Translation is free.
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BARTLETT (1927) who was apparently ignorant of the writers

like CANDOLLE, modified the Rumphian theory as follows:

"The origin of the word coco in English and other European

languages has been considerably discussed. The Oxford Dictionary

(MURRAYhimself elaborated the letter C) has the following:

The early writers from COSMAS545 to the 15th century knew

it only as the Indian nut or nut of India; coquos (plural) is quoted

first from the Roteiro de VASCO DA GAMA(1498-1499);

BARBOSA1516 has (Pg.) quoquos; PIGAFETTA 1519 has (It.)

coche pi. of coca; OVIEDO 1526, BARROS1553, GARCIA
1563, and ACOSTA 1578 have coco; CORREAcoquo. The

Portuguese and Spanish authors of the 16th century agree in

identifying the word with Pg. and Sp. coco "grinning face, grin,

grimace", and also "bugbear, scarecrow", cognate with cocar "to

grin, make a grimace"; the same being said to refer to the face-

like appearance of the base of the shell, with its three holes.

Historical evidence favours the European origin of the name, for

there is nothing similar in any of the language of India, where

the Portuguese first found the fruit; and indeed BARBOSA,
BARROSand GARCIA, in mentioning the Malayalam tenga and

Canarese [Concani] narel expressly say "we call these fruits

quoquos", "our people have given it the name of coco", "that

which we call coco and the Malabars tenga". To the contrary, the

revised Century Dictionary says: 'The resemblance of the Sp. Pg.

name to the Sp. Pg. coco, a word used to frighten children, a

bugbear, is probably accidental'.

"By way of comment on the quotations one may point to the

existence of words very similar to coco in parts of the Indian

Archipelago visited by the Portuguese as early as 1511, and, as

will be pointed out, not impossible to be established there by

Arab traders whose influence and trade extended all the way

along the coast of southern Asia and down the east coast of Africa.

VASCODA GAMAmay have had the word from the Arabs,

whose trade routes he followed. There is, therefore, no reason

to suppose the word coco to be of Portuguese origin because it

fails to appear in Malayalam or Canarese. Now let us quote the

PLINY of the Orient, whose old-fashioned Dutch would perhaps

be less intelligible than BURMANN's translations: "Fructus

autem Latine dicitur Nux indica, et cocus, male apud Scaligerm

. . . coccus; Portugallis coquo, et coco juxta imaginem, uti Lin-

schotenus, et aliis plures putant, faciei Cercopitheci, quam tria

superiora putaminis orificia repraesentant; . .
." [Here follows

the Rumphian passage in its Latin translation, the same given
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above by me in its English translation: Rumph., 1741]. "Nothing

seems to the writer more likely than that Arab traders might have

introduced their own name for the coconut, known to them for

centuries before the Portuguese era in the Orient, to the people

among whom they went. Furthermore, since the phonetic system

of Indonesia does not admit the harsh sounds of Arabic, some

such simplification might have taken place as that resulting in

coco. This the Portuguese might have seized upon, from among

many names for coco that they certainly heard, because of its

coincidence with their name for monkey face. As for the form of

kokoer, reported for Sumba, it is practically identical with coker,

an alternative name of coco preferred in commercial jargon because

of its entire distinctness from cacao. That the Indonesian names

are not modern adaptations of the Europeanized coco is shown

by the fact that RUMPHIUScites igo (Ternate), calucu (Makassar)

and lalucco (Boeton). Although the part of his work dealing with

the palms was edited and published in 1741 it was composed

before 1690 in Amboina".

Some modern writers seem to favour CANDOLLE's view, as

modified by BEELER ( 1960) who stated that though LINNAEUS
derived the generic name Cocos from the Portuguese and Spanish

coco, the latter itself was taken from Latin coccum and Greek

kokkos.

Objections to Newer Etymologies

(a) Piso's Views

Apparently PISO was unaware that the inhabitants of the

Maldives employed frequently the Portuguese words coco and

its diminutive coquinho (transliterated by PYRARDDE LAVAL
as coc and cocoihne) to denote coconuts so as to mislead LINS-

CHOTEN(1589 p. 25) that the Maldivians had no vernacular

names for the coconut. The etymology given by PISO therefore

is not valid since it makes the derived word the root of the original

term.

PISO also erred when he stated that coco was not used by the

Portuguese as a term to denote an ape. As it will be seen later,

the word had been used by the Portuguese women to denote ape,

bugbear or anything that served to frighten the children, though

the word had not become dignified to be included in any con-

temporaneous glossaries. The three "eyes" of the husked coconut

would represent the two eyes and snout of an ape and so would

serve to frighten the children —a coco. Hence PISO's reason for

rejecting GARCIA DA ORTA's explanation is not acceptable.
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(b) Rumphian View

The coconut palm cannot thrive well in the interior and in the

northern parts of India, the Middle East and the Mediterranean

regions. If the Arabs and the Persians of the early centuries knew
•

the coconut, they did so either through the coconut products from

India and the Indian medical books, or through their trade in

India. The Arabs and the Persians either called it the Nut of India

in their native languages, or, as stated by GARCIA DA ORTA
(1563), they adapted a word used in the Konkan coast of India,

(probably introduced via the writings of the Sanskrit medical

writers). YULE (1886 and 1902) and CONDEDE FICALHO
(1891 p. 248) cannot account for the Turkish word Cock-Indi,

since their inquiries yielded no clue whatsoever. "One would like

to know," writes YULE in his Hobson-Jobson, "where RUM-
PHIUS got the term Cock-Indi, of which we can find no trace."

CONDEDE FICALHO points out that RUMPHIUS' theory is

also untenable because no coconut grows in North Africa for the

term to become common among the African Muslims and through

them to reach the Iberian Peninsula. In view of this it appears

that RUMPHIUSinformation about the Turkish word Cock-Indi

was gathered from the Turkish travellers to the East who had

become acquainted with the word as made current by the

Portuguese.

There are of course Hyphaene (perhaps also Borassus) spp.

which in Egypt, Ethiopia and the neighbouring regions are known

as the kuku or kouki, latinized as cucas, cucus, coicos and some-

times erroneously as cocus and coccus, the tree being known as

Cucioferus or Cuciophorus to the ancient Romans and Cuciophoron

to the Greeks. But this palm is normally branched {Borassus sp.

is solitary) and bears fan-shaped leaves; its fruit has a hard,

inedible kernel used to make into beads known also as kuku.

References to this palm in ancient literature or paintings in Egypt

have sometimes been mis-translated as coconut by students of

archaeology and history of Egypt. And YULE quotes

SCHNEIDER to show that SPRENGELhad identified the

Egyptian Kuku as the coco palm, obviously by mistake. And

RUMPHIUS(1741) points out that Kuku of THEOPHRASTUS
(latinized coccus and cocca erroneously by BURMANNwhat

RUMPHIUScalls cocos meaning a palm tree) may partly be a

date-palm, since some of the plants are described as low shrubby

palms, growing in groups, with short "branches" and reed-like

"leaves".
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However the kuku palm of Egypt was unknown in Spain and

Portugal in the 15th and 16th centuries; nor was the word coco

adopted for any palm or palm-fruit in the two countries before

VASCODAGAMA's first voyage to India. Subsequently the word

coco for the coconut and with qualifying words for other palm-nuts

became common in these two countries so as to mislead RUM-
PHIUS who wrote in about 1690 as to the etymology of the word.

Nevertheless the Spanish writers did not hesitate to admit that the

Portuguese were the first to apply the word coco to the fruit of the

palm of the East Indies. Thus CHR1STOBALDACOSTA(1578),

dealing with the properties of the coconut oil in his book on the

drugs and the simples of the East Indies wrote: " the tree

is the one that gives the fruit which is brought to Spain and called

by the Portuguese coco (because of the three holes it has) and

the tree is called palmeira."

(c) Bartletf s Views

BARTLETT based his arguments actually on the Indonesian

word kokur which the Dutch found current in east Sumba. Nothing

is known about the etymology of this word, whether or not it is

of foreign origin. Sumba lies close to the south of Flores where

even today there are communities who speak a Portuguese patois,

and west of Timor where the Portuguese influence has been widely

felt. Since Sumba was famed for its sandalwood and horses, the

Portuguese missionaries and traders had contacts with the island,

and their influence might have been considerable, though 1 have

not been able to gauge its extent. However, the Dutch scholar

HEYLIGERS (1889) maintained that the Portuguese influence

on the main languages of Indonesia has been deeply unique, being

incomparable to that of any other. The task of tracing etymological

roots of some words is rather a complicated matter, though those

who are unacquainted with the main Indonesian languages might

tend to oversimplify the procedure. However it is significant that,

out of the vast Indonesian archipelagos, the only place where

kokur (spelt by the Dutch as kokoer) is found in the vicinity of

Flores and Timor where many Portuguese words have been

adopted in the vernacular languages. Of course it cannot be denied

that there are words like kokur and kukur in the Indonesian

languages, but suspicions arise when they are used to denote coo
or coconut.
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BARTLETTdid not mention kokur from any other place than

Sumba, the only place the Dutch found it previously. However,

he assumed that this word and its variants are "not modern

adaptations of the Europeanized (sic) coco", and to prove his

contention he quoted unrelated words like igo, calucu and laluccu

from the linguistic groups of the Celebes and the Moluccas wholly

different from those of Sumba. Having declared that kokur or its

variant does not show any European influence, he assumed with

equal facility, and without offering any reason, that it is either

a pure Arabic word planted in the island by the Arab traders

themselves, or an adaptation of an Arabic word, effected through

the peculiar phonetic system of the Indonesians there. Now, on

these two alternatives two hypotheses are worked out, but the

arguments are so skilfully blended together that a person like

BURKILL (1935) failed to notice the basic flaws in them. A
brief re-statement of BARTLETT's views is therefore made here

in order to examine the validity of his arguments.

(1) If coco or kokur is a pure Arabic word introduced by the

Arabs in Sumba, then the Arab traders must have carried it all

along their trade routes in Asia and Africa; and so "VASCO DA
GAMAmust have had the word from Arabs, whose trade routes

he followed".

However, BARTLETT failed to show that any word like coco

was in fact being used by the Arab traders in India and Africa,

or even in Indonesia. Besides these Arabs were not isolated from

their homeland, for, before the discovery of the sea-route to India,

the whole of Arab maritime trade passed through Arabia to

Europe, Egypt and to the different parts of Asia Minor. Hence
the coco or its variant should have been current even in the native

language in Arabia and so easy to find. It is well-known however,

that previous to BARTLETT, several workers like GARCIA DA
ORTA (1563), RUMPHIUS (1741), CANDOLLE (1855),

BALFOUR(1871), YULE (1886), WATT(1889), CONDEDE
FICALHO (1891) and DALGADO(1919) had made a careful

scrutiny of the problem and found no such Arabic word indigenous

in Arabia or current among the Arab traders in Africa and the

East. And it must not be imagined that there were no writers

among those who visited India before VASCODA GAMA. Thus
COSMASof Egypt (c. 545), MARCOPOLO (1292), MONTE
CORVINO (1292), JORDANUS(1328), JOHNDEMARIGNO-
LI (1350), NICOLO DE CONTI (1444) and JERONYMODE
STO STEPHANO(1499), who had presumably made a part of

their voyage or journey with the Arab traders and sailors, did not
note any name like coco, but were content to call it as the "nut
of India" in their own languages, obviously because their guides
had said so in Arabic, or adapt a variation of narel which became
narigil in some languages and nargillus in Latin. Only VARTHE-
MA (Italian) who apparently followed the direct monsoon route
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from Arabia to Malabar, described the coconut under the name
icma which he must have learnt in Cochin in 1510. Even the

famed Moroccan Arab traveller, generally known as BEN-
BATLTA or IBN BATl'TA tl55~). had' no word like coco

but used the common Arabic word to mean "Nut of India".

Further in RHEEDEsHortus Malabaricus (1679) where the

Portuguese coco has been latinized as cocus. it is implicitly ad-

mitied that the plant or fruit had no proper names either in

Latin or in Arabic; for in the plates tenga has been romanized

as the Latin name, while the same r^me is written in the Arabic

script and given as the Arabic name, obviously because the Arab
traders consulted had not any proper name for the coconut or

its tree.

This means, therefore, that BARTLETT has not brought forth

any evidence to justify his assumptions long held as untenable

by the previous workers, including RUMPHILSwhom he quoted.

(2) The second hypothesis may be stated as follows: If the

coco or kokur used in Sumba is an adaptation of an Arabic word
effected through the local phonetic system, then "this the Portu-

guese might have seized upon from among many names for coco
thev certainlv heard, because of its coincidence with their name
for monkey face."

But BARTLETT stated that the Portuguese first visited this

archipelago only in 1511, and he quoted evidence to show that

coco for the coconut was already recorded about 12 years earlier

in the Roteiro ( 1498-1499), the Logbook of YASCODA GAMA's
first voyage to India!

Though between 1499 and 1511 many letters and articles were

written by Portuguese containing the word coco, no reference was

made to them in the Oxford Dictionary quoted by BARTLETT
and perhaps this was the cause why he fell into anachronistic

argument. But one quotation may be translated here since it

shows that, among the gifts sent by the kings and others to

important foreign visitors, coconuts were included and s: \ ASCO
DA GAMA might have also received coconuts as gifts from the

Sultan of Melinde, Africa, and the Zamorin of Calicut, Malabar.

The following is found recorded in Boletim da Sociedade de

Geographia de Usboa for the year 1505 i WII p. 357):

4i
[The King of Quiloa in East Africa] sent as presents to the

Captain-in-chief 5 goats, 1 calf, many cocos and fruits

These cocos are as large as the fair-sized melons, and have a

thick husk from which ropes are made. Inside there is a fruit

of the size of a great pine-cone, which contains about half a pint

of water that is pleasant to drink. .After removing the water, the

coco is broken and its kernel which tastes like semi-ripe walnuts,

is eaten".

In either case therefore BARTLETT's views are untenable.
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(c) Candolle's Explanation

The etymology given by the Portuguese and Spanish writers was

accepted widely in Europe and elsewhere for over three centuries,

since the Rumphian explanation could not be sustained on the

available facts. Unfortunately the early Spanish and Portuguese

medical men who collected information about the medicinal and

economic plants of Asia or America, wrote their accounts either

in Spanish or in Portuguese, languages not easily understood by

the scientific men of the period outside the Iberian Peninsula. To
make the information available to a wider scientific public in

Europe, some foreign authors collated the data in Latin, or issued

abridged editions in Latin of the works of the Portuguese and

Spanish writers. And so HIERONYMUSCARDANUS(1550),

J.C. SCALIGER (1557) and C. CLUSIUS (1574 and 1582) latin-

ized the word coco as coccus to denote coconut. Due to the in-

fluence of these writers, but more especially of CLUSIUS, editors,

translators and botanists did not hesitate to adopt coccus for the

coco, and this faulty use of the word coccus and its derivatives

like coccifera is the sole basis why CANDOLLEattributed the

classical origin to Cocos L. (1753).

In fact LINNAEUS himself had followed these authors and

adopted coccus for the coconut in his many botanical works issued

between 1736 and 1752. However, in 1753, when about to com-

plete his Species Plantarum, ed. 1 (1753) LINNAEUS received,

as a gift (RICHTER 1840), a copy of RUMPHIUS' Herbarium

Amboinense (1741-1750). In it LINNAEUS must have found

RUMPHIUScondemn the use of coccus for coco and adopt

cocus as the correct latin ization of the term, as was done also in

RHEEDEsHortus Malabaricus I (1679). Unfortunately BUR-
MANN's Latin translation of RUMPHIUS* account in Dutch,

did not bring out this objection forcibly, since he employed un-

justifiably such words as coccus, coccorum and coccifera in most

unexpected places so as to make one who does not read Dutch,

think that it was RUMPHIUSwho had employed these terms.

No doubt CLUSIUS, when latinizing coco into coccus, had not

omitted to give, in his abridged translations, the etymology of the

term as given by the original writers connecting the Portuguese

coco with the face of an ape or other animal. Nevertheless coccus

even with this sense was a homonym of the classical coccum and

its variant coccus, and so was likely to cause a confusion for the

general readers do not pause to inquire into the etymology of

each term they find.
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Classical coccum and its variant coccus, though derived from

the Greek kokkos meaning a berry or seed, had a distinctive

meaning which modern scientists are apt to ignore. Ordinarily the

Romans used bacca or acinus to indicate special "berry", semen

"seed" and granum "grain"; but coccum was adopted to denote

scarlet "berries" that produced "scarlet dye" (the dye being also

called coccum) and which were later identified to be the kermes

insects. This term gave rise to the neuter noun coccinum which

in singular meant "scarlet colour" and in plural coccina-orum

"scarlet garments". Moreover it produced the adjective coccineus-

a-um meaning "scarlet" and cocciferus-a-um meaning "carrying

or bearing kermes insects". Thus Ilex coccifera Cam. (1586)

meant an Ilex species that bore on it "kermes insects" a meaning

that could also be stated by saying "Ilex coccos ferens." The
same is true with its isonym Quercus coccifera L (1753). But when
botanists or medical men described an Indian palm as "coccifera"

or "coccos ferens", the palm was in no way to be associated with

the kermes insect or even with scarlet dye or colour; for these

writers wished merely to say that this palm produced nuts called

coco in Portuguese, a word that had been commonly latinized as

coccus.

Evidently LINNAEUS was provoked through the objections

raised by RUMPHIUSto reconsider the problem of equivocation.

But cocus, preferred by RUMPHIUS, was in no way better, since

coco and coquo of the Portuguese had no connection with the

Latin cocus and coquus meaning "a cook". Faced with such

difficulties LINNAEUS found a way out to avoid all ambiguities

by giving the Portuguese coco the Graeco-Latin form as cocos

and applying the term to the tree and so feminine in gender, with

Cocos nucifera L. as the type-species. Thus the gender, the mean-

ing and the spelling, all stress the fact that cocos has no etymo-

logical connection with coccus, coccum or cocus in Latin or even

with kokkos in Greek.

Obviously CANDOLLE did not consider adequately the

reasons why the early writers had employed phrases like "palma

indica coccifera" and "palma coccus ferens" and why LINNAEUS
discarded coccus which he had long employed, in order to adopt

cocos. CANDOLLE, therefore, erred in attributing the classical

derivation to Cocos L (1753), when that etymology cannot be

defended even for coccus as applied to the coconut.

But did VASCODA GAMAs sailors themselves adopt the

word coco from the ancient Latin or Greek root? RUMPHIUS.
as we have seen, was not in favour of this view and as also CAN-
DOLLE. To get a clear answer to this question it would be worth

while to enquire into the circumstances under which the Portu-

guese adopted coco to denote the palm fruit of India.
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,
When Coco was first adopted

CONDEDE FICALHO shows that the coconut was not grow-

ing in Guinea or Congo during VASCODA GAMA's first voyage

(1497-1499) since his Roteiro (Log-book) describes the palm for

the first time from near Melinde thus:

"The palm of this land yields a fruit as large as a melon; its

kernel within is eaten and tastes like a mixture of galanga and

hazelnut."* (1498 p. 28).

This, states CONDEDE FICALHO, is a text of great import-

ance. The navigators find a tree which they had no difficulty to

recognize as a palm. Their experience with the date and other

palms must have helped them in this recognition. But it is quite

new to them; hence they note the unusual dimensions of the fruit

and the taste of its kernel. They give no name to this palm obvi-

ously because they do not know any. This fact too is against the

view of RUMPHIUS, for if the Portuguese were already ac-

quainted with the coconut, they would have merely named it as

a familiar nut and not described its size and its taste and left it

unnamed.

VASCODA GAMAthen proceeded from Melinde to Calicut

in India, and then on his return voyage his party seizes a ship

from the Moors (Arab-Muslims) near the island of Angediva, off

Goa. In the Roteiro (p. 94) the entry reads:

4

4

And we who were nearest, boarded the vessel, and found no-

thing in her but provisions and arms, and the provisions con-

sisted of coquos of palm and several cakes of palm sugar in four

jars, and there was nothing else but sand for ballast."*

The second half of this sentence is usually translated somewhat

differently. YULE, for instance, gives it as follows: "and the pro-

visions consisted of coquos and of four jars of certain cake of

palm-sugar, and there was nothing else but sand for ballast." But

DALGADOpoints out "de palma" (of palm) refers both to

coquos (a fruit which the author had already described without

any specific name but merely as "The fruit of a palm tree" in

Africa) and to aguquar (= acucar = sugar).

Since the word coquo is used here with a great familarity,

CONDEDE FICALHO finds some difficulties in explaining this,

for he thinks that the stay of the Portuguese sailors in Mozam-

bique and Calicut was not long enough to make them notice the

resemblance of the monkey face or the ogre and to make the word

Translated from the Portuguese.
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coquo or coco current among them. Besides CONDEDE FI-

CALHO did not find the word coco meaning "an ugly and

frightening figure" or "bugbear" used by the writers in Spain and

Portugal before the 16th century. But he says there is the Spanish

word coco (shell) (cf. also YULE) whence came the word cocote,

meaning "the head". CONDEDE FICALHO, however, adds that

the etymology given by ORTA has in its favour the unanimous

opinion of the Portuguese and the Spanish writers some of whom,
like BARROSand OVIEDO, wrote only a few years after the

adoption of the word. The facts that the use of the word coco

dates from the first visit of VASCODA GAMAto India and that

it was employed in India itself where names current among the

peoples of the different linguistic groups (including the Arabs)

could not have provided coco, seem also to favour this etymology

(cf. also DALGADO).

However, it may be said that in olden days, when books were

rare, it would not be unusual if such a word as coco were not

found mentioned in literature especially if this word was current

only as an onomatopaeic word among the common women to

remind the children of the apes through the sound the latter made.

As states COVARRUVIASin Tesoro de la Lengua Castellana

(1611), the name coco is given to the ape by the common people

because when disturbed, it makes guttural sounds ko-ko, from

which came the name coco and the verb cocar. DALGADOs
inquiry convinced him that the coco for bugbear was used before

the 16th century in Portugal itself. Besides OVIEDO, BARROS,
GARCIA DA ORTAand others who lived during VASCODA
GAMA's time, wrote as if they knew well the usage among the

common people even though the word may not have become

dignified to be adopted in Portuguese literature and dictionaries.

Thus BARROS, explaining in 1553 the adoptation of the word

coco to mean the coconut (fruit) writes: "This peel ... is some-

what acute making it look like a nose placed between the two

round eyes through which the sprouts come out on germination;

because of this semblance of a face, even though it were not a

real one, our men gave it the name coco, this being a term

applied by our women to anything with which they try to frighten

children; and this name has stuck, because nobody knew any

other, though its proper name is tenga among the Malabarese

and narle among the Canarese [Goans]." (Decades III Liv III

Cap. 7 1553, pp. 309-310).*

Translated from the Portuguese.
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Further in Malabar the coco fruit has many uses. It is husked

and sold in shops. Tender coconuts are used for refreshments;

ripe ones used in cooking and at religious ceremonies, weddings,

and even superstitious rites in sickness, misfortunes, or storms so

that any such ceremonies would attract the attention to the nut of

a first visit to Malabar in India. Commenting on the Portuguese

origin of the word coco, DYMOCK,WARDENand HOOPER
remark as follows:

"The resemblance, however, of this nut to a head and face had

not escaped the notice of the Hindus; long before the Portuguese

had set foot in India, naral was used as a cant term in the sense

of a head, pate, sconce, etc., and was sometimes used to represent

the head of a dummy figure by the relatives of a deceased person

whose body could not be found, and who nevertheless were desir-

ous of rendering to it the usual funeral rites. Various superstitious

uses to which the coconut is put in India attracted the notice of

the early missioners." (1893, p. 512).

DA GAMA's sailors, therefore, must have become well

acquainted with the husked fruit in Malabar and with some of

its uses. Besides, there are reasons to believe that the Sultan of

Melinde, Africa, and the Zamorin of Calicut, India, following

the practice of the times, must have included coconuts among

the gifts sent in exchange of greetings, to VASCODA GAMA
together with some persons to show how these are husked and used,

thus affording an opportunity to the Portuguese sailors to become

acquainted with the coconut. Further had not the Portuguese be-

come familiar with the coconut products in the Malabar market,

they would not have been able to identify the "palm-sugar" cakes

when examining the Arab ship off Angediva, nay, they might not

have even suspected that sugar could be obtained from the palm.

Obviously, therefore, they had seen husked coconuts in Malabar

and astonished at the resemblance to a face of an animal in the

nuts, they must have adopted the name first in fun as something

to be frightened of —co-co —and later as a name in preference

to the Malabar tenga, which was wholly new to them. As DAL-
GADOwrites: "The Portuguese, after adopting the name, would

naturally use it every day in Malabar, when, for example, eating

the fruit or drinking its water."*

Hence on their return voyage, the word coco occurs naturally

to DA GAMA's sailors to be recorded in the Roteiro.

Translated from the Portuguese.
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(d) COOK's V iews

The reference to the coco in VASCODA GAMAs Roteiro

(1498-1499) is the earliest that the philologists have been able to

trace. VASCODA GAMAhad taken samples of coconut to

Lisbon to enable the Portuguese to be acquainted with the fruit.

Soon after, the Portuguese who went to the East began to write

letters or accounts about the coco. It is only much later that the

word coco is found in the accounts of the Spaniards. In fact

FERNANDOMAGELLAN, the Portugese who had been in

India and the Moluccas, is said to have convinced the King of

Spain that, in visiting America, the Spanish discoverers had not

reached India because none of them had found the coco so com-

mon in the East Indies, and which later PIGAFETTA, the amanu-

ensis who wrote the Logbook of MAGELLAN'S voyage round

the world (1519-1522), recorded for the first time in his voyage

from the Ladrone Islands where the party had reached after

crossing the wide Pacific.

Unfortunately COOK(1910), who delved intensivel> into the

early accounts of the Spanish navigators, did not pay any attention

to the Portuguese writers. Otherwise he would have noticed a

remarkable number of references containing the word coco much

earlier than the earliest credited for the Spaniards and seen the

invalidity of his contention that the word is Amerindian in origin,

brought first to Spain by the Spaniards to be eventually incor-

porated in other languages.

(e) CHIOVENDA's Suggestion

Here we might refer to CHIOVENDA(1921 & 1923) who, after

a careful inquiry into several aspects of the origin and dispersal of

the coconut species and also into the history of the word coco, re-

futed COOK's theory that both the name coco and the species were

American in origin. He showed that the cradle of the species lies in

Asia and that the Portuguese were responsible for bringing to

Europe the term coco from the East Indies as the popular name

for the "Nut of India". However noting that the Maldivians from

very ancient times had employed Cuzah, Cusca or other variations

to denote the white coconut kernel used in cooking (ALBIRUHNI
in The History of India, Tarykh-Hind. 1020 A.D.), suspected

that the Portuguese might have adopted it and evolved it through

the association with their own coco or coca meaning an ape,

the face of which is suggested by the three "eyes" of the husked

coconut.
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Unfortunately the earliest Portuguese reference CHIOVENDA
had was DUARTEBARBOSA(1516), quite sufficient to refute

the claim of COOKthat OVIEDO (1526) was the earliest writer

to use the word coco. Had he seen VASCODA GAMA's Roteiro
(Logbook) of the first voyage to India (1497-99) or more modern
writers like CONDEDE FICALHO (1891) or DALGADO
(1919), he would have noticed that coco was adopted by VASCO
DA GAMA's party during his first voyage at Anjediva while

returning from Cochin and Calicut on the Malabar coast of India,

and when they had not gone further south to the Maldives.

(f) BEELER's Views

Disregarding the history of the use of the word coco and the

traditional etymological explanations given by the contemporaries

of those who used the word, it would be easy, CONDEDE
FICALHO remarks, to derive the word coco from the Latin

coccus and the Greek kokkos. But the fact must not be over-

looked that VASCODA GAMAand his party of sailors, like all

the contemporary discoverers, were not called upon to give Por-

tuguese names to new plants and fruits they found in the new

countries they visited. They had to record faithfully what they

saw and found. The normal procedure, therefore, was to adopt

the local names with some variations to suit the Portuguese pho-

netic system. Thus the Portuguese adopted names like Ananas,

Caju and Papaya from America, Manga, Jaca and Areca from

Malabar, and Jambo, Duriam and Mangustam from Malaysia.

Sometimes the Portuguese imagined to see in the local fruits, par-

ticular forms of what was already in Europe, and so they had

Figo da India (Indian Fig) for Banana, Pera da India (Indian pear)

for Guava of America, and Maca da India (Indian apple) for

Jujube.

Hence there were no reasons why VASCODA GAMAand

his party should discard a local name and go in for the Latin or

Greek root to create a new name, or adopt a name used by the

foreign traders. The circumstances with which a systematist is

confronted, when he discovers a new plant, are peculiar to him

because he is compelled by the international rulings to follow cer-

tain procedures and create a new name for every new taxon he

discovers, and this new name must be Latin in form and must

consist of one, two or more words according to the circumstances.

He therefore frequently discards the local names and goes to the

classical languages to find the needed epithets or words to create

the new names.
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Now, VASCODA GAMA's party were never under such cir-

cumstances and to be faithful to the facts they might be said in

a certain sense to have been obliged to adopt the local names for

the new plants they met within the locality. Besides, as CONDE
DE FICALHO noted, it seems unlikely that, even if the) were

to create deliberately a new name for a plant, "the rough com-
panions of VASCODA GAMA"would have gone to the classical

languages for a name. But, as said before, if a new name was
actually adopted for the coconut in preference to the vernacular

name, VASCODA GAMA's party did so involuntarily first in

fun, and then because the name had become common among
them, it was retained since it appeared to them more expressive

to indicate the nut that had a remarkable likeness to an animal's

face.

There is therefore some zest in the etymological inquiry into the

word cocos and in unravelling the problems connected with the

different versions given to explain its origin. But in the following

summary, BEELER oversimplifies the whole inquiry:

"The generic name [Cocos] was established by LINAEUS as a

feminine singular noun, though the term is derived from the Por-

tuguese and Spanish masculine coco (coconut palm).* Coco is a

modern Romance language form of Latin Coccwn (berry, kernel),

which in its turn evolved from the Greek word kokkos (berry,

seed). The final s of Cocos reflects the original Greek termination;

it is a hellenization which effects correspondence with other Greek

generic names ending in -os; for example: Diospyros, Strychnos,

Symplocos, etc. al."

w

(1960 p. 67).
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